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INTRODUCTION 
The elastic bounce problem has been recently studied for a material point, 
constrained to move on a half-line (elastically bouncing against the origin) 
and subject to a force depending only on time. 
Given a force u E L ‘(0, T) we say that a Lipschitz continuous function 
y: [0, T] + R is a solution of the one-dimensional bounce problem if 
(ii) there exists a finite positive measure p on (0, 7’) such that 
y” = u + p in the sense of distributions and 
spt,Ug (fE 10, T]:y(t)=O}. (0.1) 
(iii) for every t,, t, E [0, T] the energy relation holds: 
y;’ 1;; =y” 1;; = 2 [‘* uy’ dt. 
- II 
Note that the measure ,u in (ii) (which describes, roughly speaking, the forces 
developed during the shocks) is an unknown of the problem. Moreover, (ii) 
implies that y’ is a function with bounded variation, so that y has right and 
left derivatives y’+(t) and y\(t) at every point t E [0, T]; of course, it would 
be physically meaningless to seek a solution y E C’(0, Y’). Suppose we assign 
the initial values y(O), y’(O); then existence for the Cauchy problem for (0.1) 
is proved by Carrier0 and Pascali (see [7]); they also prove a uniqueness 
theorem for some classes of forces (for example, if u is a step function) and 
give a counterexample to uniqueness with an infinitely differentiable function 
u. 
We studied the uniqueness problem from a different point of view, by 
proving that for every solution y of the problem (0.1) with force u there 
exists uh + u in L ‘(0, r) so that problem (0.1) with force u,, has unique 
solution y,, and y, + y in Lm(O, T) (see [5]). Moreover, for suitable 
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penalization terms (v,J (nonrigid approximation of the rigid obstacle y > 0), 
we are able to construct for every y solving (0.1) with force U, sequences 
u, + u in L’(0, r) and y, +y in L”(0, r) such that 
vl: = uh + Wh(yh). 
In this paper we generalize these results to the case in which the material 
point is constrained to move on an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold I’, is 
subject to a potential U, and bounces against an n - 1 submanifold V’. We 
annouced the results of the present work in [6]. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Let V be an n-dimensional manifold of class C3 without boundary; we 
consider on V a Riemannian metric induced by a field Cp of symmetric, 
positive definite, bilinear forms; we assume that @ is of class C*. For every 
q E V we denote by ( , )4 ( or simply by ( , ) when no confusion is 
possible) the scalar product on the tangent space T, V. 
If g: V-t IR is a differentiable function, Vg denotes the gradient of g 
defined by 
Pdq), u>q = &(q)(u) for every ti E T, V. 
Let f: V+ iR be a function of class C3 such that d!(q) # 0 on the set- 
(4 E V:f(q) = 0 1. 
We want to study the bounce problem for a material point whose position 
at time t will be indicated by q(t). This point is subjected to a potential 
U(t, q) and moves in the region (q E V:f(q) > 0}, bouncing against the 
submanifold {q E V:f(q) = 0). 
Given T > 0 we denote by Lip the space Lip(0, T, V) of Lipschitz 
continuous functions from [0, r] into V and by L’ the space 
L ‘(0, T, C’(V)); we consider on Lip the L”O topology and on L ’ its usual 
topology. 
We say that a pair (U, q) E L ’ x Lip solves the bounce problem (9”) (or 
that q is a solution of (9) with potential U) if 
(i) f(q(t)) > 0 for every t E [0, T], 
(ii) there exists a finite positive measure ,D on (0, T) such that q is an 
extremal for the functional 
.7 .7 
F(u) = 1 [W(t), 
-0 
u’(t)) + W, 4O)l dt + 1 f(Q)) da 
-0 
and spt,u c {t E [0, T]:f(q(t)) = O}, 
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(iii) for every t,, t, E [0, T] the energy relation holds 
.I2 
(4; 3 4;) I:: = Cd, s’> I:: = 2j,, (VW, q(O), s’(t)) & 
where q; and q’ respectively denote the right and left derivatives of q. 
As we shall see in a moment (Remark 1.1) condition (ii) implies that 
q’ E BV(0, T; V) so q has right and left derivatives at every point. By (iii) 
the functions (q’+ , q’, ) and (qi, q’) coincide; we denote their common 
value by (q’, q’). 
Our aim is to construct a sequence (,Y,,) of approximating problems such 
that 
(I) if a sequence of solutions of (LYh) converges in a suitable 
topology, then the limit is a solution of (Y); 
(II) each solution of (.Y) can be obained as a limit of solutions of 
(. 6). 
Then, we choose a sequence of penalizing functions (v~) satisfying the 
following properties: 
(i) v/~ is continuous, vh > 0, vh(x) = 0 if x > 0, 
(ii) vh + +oo uniformly on any compact subset of (-co, 0), (1.1) 
(iii) h limm y/,(x)/a,(x) = +a3 where G(X) = j-O V/,,(Y) dy. 
x 
X-O- 
We say that a pair (U, q) E L ’ x Lip solves the penalized problem (.YB,) 
(or that q is a solution of (.Yh) with potential U) if q is an extremal for the 
functional 
F~(u) =1” [:(u’(t), u’(t)) + u(t, 40) - ~,M~(t>)l dt.
-0 
Remark 1.1. The function q is an extremal for the functional F if and 
only if we have in local coordinates (the summation convention is adopted): 
where aii denote the coefficients of the metric tensor and the equality holds 
in the sense of distributions. 
Similarly, q is an extremal for the functional fh if and only if we have in 
local coordinates: 
f (u&l) sj’) = & lf%(d s:si + WY s> - %cm))l. 
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Observe that the usual Cauchy data q(t,), q’(t,) are not stable as h -+ +co. 
In fact, if qh and q respectively solve (,yh) and (9) with a given potential 
ZJ and qh converges to q uniformly, it is not true in general that the Cauchy 
data of qh converge to the Cauchy data of q. 
To avoid this difficulty, we introduce a different kind of initial trace. Let 
E, = {(U, q) E L’ x Lip: (U, q) solves (.yh)}, 




Define the initial traces gh : [0, T[ x Y,, + 3 and a: [0, T] X Y + .Y as 
where 
4: = (v-(q), v-(s)) 4’ - WY v-62)) Vf(S)~ 
e,(q) = fk’, s’> + aAf(q)), 
e(q) = f(s’, 4’). 
It is easy to verify that gh and ~5 are continuous with respect to t, for 
every q in Y, and Y, respectively. We remark that if f(q(t,)) > 0, then to 
assign K(t,,, q) is equivalent to assigning the Cauchy data q(t,), q’(to) for the 
problem (9); to assign i&(t,, q) is, for the problem (‘yh), always equivalent 
to assigning the usual Cauchy data. 
Let for every t, E [0, T] : 
.PPh(f,,) = ((b, U, q) E 9 X L’ x Lip: (U, q) E E,, gh(fO,q) = b}, 
..d(t,,)=((b,U,q)E9~L’xLip:(U,q)EE,~(t,,q)=b}. 
The relation &(tO) does not uniquely characterize q as a function of 
(b, U); in fact (see [7]), for suitable choices of the potential U and of the 
initial trace b, uniqueness for the problem (9) fails. 
Now we wish to precise the sense of the convergence of (5$) to (9); to do 
this we use the notion of r-limits. 
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If X is a set and A4 LX we define 
6,(x) = 0 if xEM 
=+a otherwise. 
Following [4, 9, lo], we say that 
if and only if the following property holds: 
(H,) if bp b in 9, U,-iU in L’, qh-‘q in Lm with 
(b,,, Cl,,, q,,) E d’,(f) for infinitely many h E N then (b, U, q) E d(tO). 
Moreover, we say that 
6 d(tO+r(~+,~-~ (L’)L (L”‘)-)liyLh,,,, 
if and only if the following property holds: 
(Hz) if (b, 17, q) E J(t,-,), then there exist b, -+ b in 9, U, + U in L I, 
q,, + q in Lm such that (bh, U,,, q,,) E Jh(to) for all h large enough. 
Finally we say that 
6 .rs’(fo) = W4 9-, (L’>L VT) liF Lhtto, 
if and only if both properties (Hi) and (Hz) hold. 
In this paper we prove the following result: 
THEOREM 1.2. For every t, E [0, T] 
6 dd(t0j=W,9-, (L’>-, (Lm)-)li~6dh(,,,. 
The first step of the proof consists in proving (Hi); in fact, in Section 2 we 
prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 1.3. For every t, E [0, T] 
6 d(toj < T(N-, 9-, CL’>-, (LT) lip ddhctol. 
In order to achieve the proof of Theorem 1.2 we need the notion of regular 
solution for the problem (9): 
DEFINITION 1.4. For every t, E [0, T] let 
Wt,) = I@, u, 4) E d(t,): VG E Lip, (b, U, 4) E d(h,) * q = 4’) 
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We call ?Z(t,) the set of regular solutions of problem (9) with initial 
time t,. 
In Section 3 we prove the following property for g(t,,), which is the 
crucial point in the proof of Theorem 1.2: 
PROPOSITION 1.5. For every t, E [0, T] @(I,,) is dense in J(t,) with 
respect to the product topology of 9 x L ’ x L *. 
Finally, in Section 4 we conclude the proof of Theorem 1.2 by showing 
how property (H,) follows from Proposition 1.5. 
2. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.3. 
Let t, E [0, r], b,, -+b in 9, U,,-+U in L’ and qh+q in L”O with 
(bh, UAi,, q,J E &,j(tO) for infinitely many h E IN. For simplicity we assume 
that (bh, U,,, qh) E &j(tJ for every h E N. 
By standard localization argument we can reduce the problems in local 
coordinates (qI ,..., q,J E IR”; so (see Remark 1.1) we have to prove that 
(i) f(q(t)) > 0 for every t E [O, T], 
(ii) there exists a finite positive measure ,D on (0, T) such that 
f (A(q) s’> = gradliA(q) 4’4’ + W, s>l +P gradf(q) 
and sptp c {t E [0, T]:f(q(t)) = O}, 
(iii) for every t,, t, E [0, T] the energy relation holds; 
A(q) q’q’ 1:; = 2 1” grad U(t, q(t)) . q’(t) dt, 
II 
(iv) a(&, q) = b. 
Here A(q) denotes the n X n matrix (aij(q))ij of the coefftcients of the 
metric tensor; since on V we can choose locally compact coordinate 
neighborhoods, we assume that 
w12ew~~K4~12 (O<A<A) for every q, r E R “. (2.1) 
Proof of (i). Multiplying both sides of the equation 
+ vkf(qd) gradf(qJ (2.2) 
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by q; and integrating, we obtain the energy relation 
r 
f2 
= grad U,(t, qh) . q; dt. 
‘II 
(2.3) 
From (2.1) and (2.3), taking into account that the initial traces b, 
converge and that (U,) is bounded in L ‘, we get easily for some real 
constant C 
Now, iff(q(f)) < 0 for some fE (0, T), then for suitable E > 0 and h, E N, 
f(qh(q) < --E for every h > h,, . recalling one of the properties of vh (l.l(ii)) 
we get a contradiction with (2.5). 
Proof of (ii). To prove that q satisfies the limit equation, we would like 
to pass to the limit in (2.2) as h + $00. For this it is enough to show that 
(qh) converges to q in W”p(O, r) for some p > 1 and that (v,,(f(q,,))) (or a 
subsequence) converges to a finite measure. Let us begin from the latter fact. 
As (qh) converges to q in L”O, f(q(t)) > 0 and 0 is a regular level for J we 
may choose h, E R\i and E such that for h > h, j gradf(q(t))) > E on the set 
It E 103 ~l:f(q,(O) G 01. 
By using (2.2) and (2.4) we have, setting S, = (t:f(qh(t)) < O}, 
1’ ~,U(qJ) dt = j v/O-(qd) dt 
.a Sh 
d @(qJdJ - grad(iA(qJ q11q1r + udt, qd) dt I 
. gradf(qJ dt 
G Cl + -$ Ior f (A (qh) si> . gradf(qJ dtG C2 y (2.6) 
where C, and C, are real constants depending on C and on the C2 - norms 
of A, U,,jI By the De la Vallee Poussin theorem, it follows that yh(f(qh)) is 
compact in the sense of weak* convergence of measures. 
Now, by (2.2) and (2.6) we obtain easily 
(2.7) 
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with C, real constant; so (q,J converges to q in W’3P(0, T) for every 
l<p<+m. 
In order to prove that sptp G {t E [0, T]:f(q(t)) = 0) we consider a 
function q E Ci(O, r) with spt rp G (t E [0, T]:f(q(t)) > 0); let E > 0 such 
thatf(q) > E on spt q. Thus, we getf(qh) > E on spt rp for all h large enough, 




v Q = lip iT wdf(qJ) dt = 0 
0 
and the proof of (ii) is achieved. 
Proof of (iii). We prove first that 
li? ah(f(qh(tN =0 for a.e. t E [O, T]. (2.8) 
By (2.5) it suffices to prove that lim sup,, I,‘a,(f(q,)) dt = 0. 
Suppose that lim sup,, sc a,,(f(q,,)) dt > E > 0; let M > C*/E where C, is as 
in (2.6); by (1.1 (iii)) there exist 6 > 0 and ho E N such that W,,(X) > Ma,(x) 
for every x > -6 and h > ho. 
Since for large h, f(qh) > --ii, we get 
ME < 1im;up M IT 
T 
a,(f(q,)) dt < limhsup I V/df(qJ) dt G C,- 0 0 
This is absurd, since we supposed ME > C,. 
By (2.7), qh+ q in W13p(0, 7’) for every p < +co; hence, there exists a 
subsequence of (qh) (which we still indicate by (q,,)) such that ql, --f q’ a.e. in 
[0, T]. Thus, passing to the limit in (2.3) as h -+ +co and using (2.8), we 
obtain for a.e. t,, t, E [0, T] 
A(q) q’ . q’ 1:; = 2 1” grad U(t, q) . q’ dt. 
11 
(2.9) 
Since q’ E BV(0, T) we have for every t E [0, T] q’,(t) = Jim,, q’(s) and 
so (2.9) holds for every t,, t, E [0, T]. 
Proof of (iv). We recall that in local coordinates 
WOy qh) = 
( 
dq,)(t,), qh(t0)9 qL(t,), fMtO)) 4A(to), + 4Bo) 
a(t,, 4) = Mq)(t,>, 9(to)9 d(to)9fMto)) q'Qo), Oh 
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where 
e&h) = $4 (qJ sAsl, +aJf(qJ), 
4s) = 9 (4) 4’4, 
41r.z = [A -Y%J m%?,) - w-(sdl s;, - Ml Qm,))~ - %h) wq/A 
s: = [A -‘(q) m-(q) *w-G?)1 4’- (4’ Wq)) A -%I) w-(q)* 
We have qh(fO) -+ q(f,); from (2.4) it follows that (l/h) qh(t,,) + 0; from 
(2.3), (2.8) and (2.9) it follows that e,(q,)(f,) + e(q)(tO). 
By (2.4) we have f(q,,(fJ) qA(f,) + 0 if f(q(f,)) = 0; on the contrary, if 
f(q(f,)) > 0, then in a neighborhood W of t, and for all h large enough 
f(q,,(f)) > 0; hence, 
f (A(q) 4’) = .vadIfA(q) q’q’ + W, s>l in W, 
~(A(q,)qb)=grad[fd(q,)q~qj + uh(bq)l in W. 
It is easy to see that q; + q’(f) for every t E W, so we have 
fch(f0)) 4xhJ -fMhJ) 9’(b). 
Finally after some elementary calculations, we get d(qA,,)/df + d(q:)/df in 
L ‘(0, T) and so qi.,(f,) -, q$,). 
3. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.5 
Let t, E ]O, T] and (b, U, q) E d(t,); we have to find sequences 6, -+ b in 
A?‘, U, + U in L I and qh --+ q in L” such that (b,, U,, q,J E g(f,> for all h 
large enough. 
We assume for simplicity f, = 0. 
LEMMA 3.1. If q is a solution of (9), then the function f + 1 d(f(q(f))/df 1 
is continuous. 
Proof. We recall that q: = (Vf(q), VJ(q)) q’ - (q’, Vf(q)) Vf(q) is a 
continuous function; thus, from the equality 
<4:9 4:) = Pm)~ v-(q)x(q’~ s’> - (4’3 v-(q))7 
and from the continuity of (q’, q’) (see (,P)(iii)) the lemma follows. 
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By Lemma 3.1, 
K = It E 10, Tl: I fMO>l + -$ (fM~>>) 
I t 
= 0 
is a compact subset of [0, T]. 
We now choose points 0 = To < T, . +. < T,,, < T,,,+ , = T such that for 
i = l,..., m, Ti 6Z 8K; moreover we suppose that for each i = O,..., m there 
exists a coordinate neighborhood (pi, Gi) such that q( [ Ti, Ti+ ]I) z Gi. 
In this section we show that for every i = O,..., m it is possible to construct 
(U,, qh) on [T,, Ti+,] such that U,+ U in L’(T,, Ti+ ,), qh+ q in 
Lm(Ti, Ti+ ,), R(t, q,,) + K(t, q) in 9 for every t E [ Ti Ti+ ,] and, moreover, 
in the interval [Ti, Ti+ ,I, q,, is the unique solution of (,P) with potential II, 
and trace F(Ti, q,,). 
Thus, Proposition 1.5 follows immediately. As in Section 2 we argue in 
terms of local coordinates (ql ,..., q,) E IR”. 
WhenfW)) > 0, q(t) is uniquely determined as the solution of the system 
$ (A(q) q’) = grad [{A(q) q’q’ + U(C q)] ; 
so the following remark holds: 
Remark 3.2. Suppose that (b, U, q) E M(O) and that (d(f(q(t))/dtl > 0 
on the set (t E [0, T]:f(q(t)) = 0); then(b, U, q) E Q(0). 
By Remark 3.2 we reduce the problem to the case in which f(q(t)) is 
small. 
Since 0 is a regular value of f, we can assume af/aq, # 0 on the set 
(q E F?“:f(q) = O}; then the change of coordinates 
(4 1 ?...> 4,) + (4, Y...T q,- i J-(q)) (3.1) 
is locally invertible iff(q) is small. 
By performing the change of variables (3.1) we can supposef(q) = q,. SO, 
setting M = (O,..., 0, l), the problem (9) becomes the bounce problem with 
equation 
-$ (A(q) 4’) = grad[fA(q) 4’4’ + u(t, q)l +P-&-. (3.2) 
Consider the new change of variables 
i 
A -‘(q).H 
4=4--n A -‘(q),fl. Jff --,lff i ; 
(3.3) 
it is locally invertible if lq,, is small; we denote its inverse by @. 
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Roughly speaking, the change of variables (3.3) is such that the normal 
vector to the hyperplane qn = 0 in the new metric is proportional to the 
euclidean normal vector N. 
The function q(t) solves (3.2) if and only if the function 
$0) = s(t) - q,(t) c A -‘(q(t))M A - ‘(q(c)) ..H . ,4 ^  --./P’ 1 
solves the bounce problem with equation 
i @(a 9”‘) = grad[fA”(& 4”’ . 4 + o(‘(t, a] + @-, (3.4) 
where o(t, 4) = U(t, @(ij)) and x(i) = ‘J,(y) A(@(q’)) .I@(@)) (.I* is the 
Jacobian matrix of the transformation q = @p(i)). 
By elementary calculations we get, for i = l,..., n - 1, 
cq,(@) = 0 on the set {~EiR”:<~=O). 
Hence, we may suppose that for i = l,..., n - 1, 
ain(q> = O on the set {q E R”: q, = 0) (3.5) 
Suppose now that in [ ri, ri+ ,],f(q(t)) is small; so performing the change 
of variables (3.1) (3.3) and indicating for simplicity the interval [ ri, rj+, ] 
by [0, T] and the trace e(ri, q) by b we have the bounce problem 
(i) q,(r) > 0 for every t E [0, T], 
(ii) there exists a finite measure ,U on (0, r) such that 
% (A(q) 4’) = grad IfA (9) 9’4’ + W, s>l + F j+~ 
and sptp c {t E [O, T]: q,,(t) = 0}, 
(iii) for every t,, t, E [0, T] the energy relation holds; 
A(q) q’q’ 1:: = 2 ]-‘2 grad U(t, q) . q’ dt 
-11 
with A = (aij) satisfying (3.5) and with E-(0, q) = 6. 
By Lemma (3.1) K = {t E [O, T]: Iq,(t)l + Is;(t)1 = 0) is a compact subset 
of [0, T]; so W = KC is an open set and there exists an increasing sequence 
(W,) of open sets consisting of finite unions of intervals such that W,, T W. 
Setting K, = Wi we have that (K,J is a decreasing sequence of compact 
subsets of [0, T] consisting of finite unions of intervals such that K, 1 K; 
moreover, we can suppose i3K, s 8K for every h E N. 
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LEMMA 3.3. The measure q; vanishes on K. 
Proof. For every h E N and E > 0 let Kh,c= {t E [O, T]: dist(t, Kh) < E} 
and let @h,E P([O, T]) such that 
Since meas(Kh,E - K,,) < C,,E, we get 
Since lq;[ is continuous (see Lemma 3.1) and aK,, s aK, we have as E --, 0 
then, as h + +a~ we get I, v, dq; = 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. We define for every h E N 
q,,@) = df) -xq,(t) 'K#' 
s,,O) = $ (&qJ 4) - wdlh%J q;1 . q/A 
Uh(h 4) = 4 * m if tK, - K 
= U(f, s> otherwise. 
Then we have: 
(h u, 9 q/J E J(O) for ail h large enough, 
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Proof. Property (3.10) follows immediately from the definition of K, and 
from (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8). 
The equality K(O, q,,) = b is obvious if 0 E K; on the other hand, if 0 G! K 
we have for all h large enough 0 @ K, and so @Y(O, q,J = b. 
By using property (3.5) it is easy to verify that q,, E W*.‘(Z?,,); thus 
s,, E L’(K,) and so in (3.8), U,, E L’(0, T, C*(lF?“)). 
By Lemma 3.3 and by (3.6) (3.7), and (3.8) we have 
-$ Mq,) cd,) - gW$4qh) qG?A +Uh(fy qdl 
= 1 KuK; 
I 
f Mdq’) - sraW(d 0’ + W9 s>l/ 
= K”K;PJ”=Ph9 1 
where & = fi IKuK;. We have sptph S (t E (0, T]: qh,“(t) = 0). 
To prove the energy relation 
A(qh) 4; . &a 1:: = 2 1” grad Uh(t, qh) . S;, dt 
11 
(3.11) 
it suffkes to limit ourselves to the case t,, t, E K,; in fact, on Ki we have 
A(q,) q;, . q; =,4(q) q’ - q’; q; = q’; grad U,(t, qh) = grad U(t, q) and the 
energy relation holds: 
A(q) q’ . q’ 1:: = 21” grad U(t, q) . q . q’ dt. 
(1 
Let I be one of the intervals the union of which is K,; we set 
44 1 T”., 9,) = A@, ,*-*, q,- 1 , 0) and &(t, q1,..., 4”) = u,,(t, q1,..., q,- 110) then 
by property (3.5) we have 
$ (&h) q;r) = grad%&?,) &tq;r + oh’,ct, qh)l on I. (3.12) 
From (3.12) we get the following energy relation: 
&?h) 4; . 4; 1:; = 2 f* grad &,<h qh) * q;, dt 
t1 
for every t, , t, E I, 
that is, 
A(q,) 4; * ql, 1:: = 2 1” grad Uh(f, qh) 4; dt 
t1 
for every t, , t, E I. 
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By Proposition (3.4) we approximate the pair (U, q) by pairs (U,, q,J 
(which we.still indicate by (U, q) omitting the index h), where q is such that 
the set K on which qn vanishes with its first derivative is a finite union of 
intervals. It may happen that qn has infinitely many zeros outside K; by the 
following construction we approximate q by functions q,, such that qh,n 
vanishes only in a finite number of points in KC. 
For the sake of simplicity we suppose that K reduces to a point; for 
example, K = (0) (in the general case it suffices to repeat the construction 
for every point of i?K); moreover, we suppose that q, has infinitely many 
positive zeros f1 ,..., t, ,... with t, + 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let P(t) = t”(l - t); we define for every h E N 
qh(t) = 4(t) + Jfl ,,cr),, (thw7) + Gh) wth) - s&>>~ (3.13) 
Sh(t)=%(A(qh)q;)-grad[~~(qh)qb. qA1, 
uh(t? 4) = 4 . Sh(f) if t C t, 
= w, 4) if t > t,. 
(3.15) 
Then we have: 
(h Uh 3 qh) E d(O) for all h large enough (3.16) 
u,-+ u in L’ and qh+q in Lm. (3.17) 
Proof Property (3.17) follows immediately from (3.13), (3.14) and 
(3.15); moreover, it is easy to verify that K(O, qh) = g(O, q) for all h large 
enough. 
As in the proof of Proposition 3.4 one can prove that q,, E W2’1(0, fh) and 
Moreover, from the equation 
$ (A(q,)qi,) =grad[$(qh) q1rqA + Uh(ty qdl on (0, th) 
the energy relation follows. 
By Proposition 3.5 we approximate the pair (U, q) by pairs (U,, q,,) 
(which we still indicate by (U, q) omitting the index h), where q is such that 
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the set K on which q,, vanishes with its first derivative, is a finite union of 
intervals; moreover, q,, vanishes only in a finite number of points in KC. 
By the following construction we complete the proof of Proposition 1.5 
approximating (b, U, q) by a sequence (b,,, U,,, q,,) such that for every h, 
(b,,, U,,, q,J belongs to g(O). 
Proof (of Proposition 1.5). For the sake of simplicity we suppose that K 
is an interval, for example, K = [0, f;l with f < T (in the general case it 
suffices to repeat the construction for every connected component of K). 
We indicate by B(q) the matrix A -l(q) and we set 
F(t) = b,(q) 
[ ( 
& + Ujk(q) qi ’ S; + u(t9 q)) - +& Cai!Aq) 4; 9;) ; 
J 1 
it is easy to obtain 
4:: = F(t) + PLklW). (3.18) 
From Lemma 3.3 it follows that F(t) < 0 a.e. on [0, F]. 
Let (FJ be a sequence of piecewise constant functions converging to F in 
L ‘(0, T) and such that F,, < -l/h; let E,, > 0 and let y, be the unique 
solution in [0, ?] (see [5, 71) of the one-dimensional bounce problem 
(9 Yh > 0, 
(ii) there exists a finite positive measure vh on (0, f) such that 
yl:=F,+v, on (0, Yj 
and spt vh s {t E [0, ?I: yh(t) = 0), 
(iii) Vt,, t, E [0, F], y;’ 1:; = 2 jr’ Fh(t) y;(t) dt 
II 
with Cauchy data yh(0) = c,, , y;(O) = E,, .
We easily get 
(yl,]>Oontheset {tE[O,F]:y,(t)=O} 
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Let Ti=max(tE [O,F]:y,(t)=O}; we recall that q,,(fj=qA(f)=O and 
that qn(t) = 0 only for finitely many t > F; thus, there exists a sequence (Tt) 
such that T: > F, Tzh --t F, and the tangent line yh to q, at the point T: 
intersects the t axis at a point Tf with F < T: < Tt. We connect the 
function yh defined on [0, T,h] with the tangent line yh defined on [ Tf , T:] by 
a positive function g, in such a way that the function 
, Yh@) if t E (0, T,h] 
qh,&) = 
gh@) if r E ]Tgh, Tf] 
Yh@) if TV IT:, T:] 
q,(t) if TV IT:, T] 
satisfies the one-dimensional bounce problem 
@) qh,n > O? 
(ii) there exists a finite positive measure V;, on (0, T) such that 
4 ;.,=&$v;, on (0, T) (3.22) 
and spt ch C (t E [0, T]: q&t) = 0}, 
(iii) Vt,, t, E [O, T], qh.2, I:: = 2 c:,’ ‘h@) d,,n(t) 4 
where. 
, F/t(t) if t E [0, T,h] 
ph(t) = g;(t) 
if tE ]T,h, T:] 
0 if t E IT:, Tt] 
F(t) if t E IT:, T]. 
We have F, -+ F in L ‘(0, T). We now define 
qh@) = dt) - cH”(q,(t) - qh.n@)) (3.23) 
Sh(t) = f @(qh) d,) - grad%%,) &&?; + ui(t~ qh)l - %,(qh) ‘h&-T (3.24) 
Uhk 4) = u(t, 4) + 4 * S,,(t)v (3.25) 
b, = g‘(o, q,,)’ (3.26) 
By using (3.5) it is not diffkult to prove that sh E L’(0, T) and that 
(bh, U,, qh) E J(O); moreover, since qh,n is constructed in such a way that 
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Iq;,,(t)l > 0 on the set {t E [0, T]: q,Jt) = 0) (see 3.19), by Remark 3.2 we 
get (4 T Uh 7 4J E WO). 
Since it is immediate that q,, + q in L” and b, -+ b = B(0, q) (see (3.20) 
and (3.21)), it remains to prove that U,, -t U in L r or equivalently that s,, -+ 0 
in L ‘(0, T). We have 
gradl$(q,,) G,q;r + WY qhl -+ grad[iA(q) 9’4’ + W, 411 
in L’(0, T); 
SO 
L ’ - lip sh = L ’ - l$n $ (A (qJ q; - A(q) q’) + b/fr - a,,(q,) I~+V‘ 
= L ’ - IiF A (q)(q{ - 4”) + ~JV - a,,(q,) v;IJ? 
By (3.18), (3.22), and (3.23) we get 
L’-lips,=L’-li~(~~+~~--F-@,,(q))A(q)N 
+ M - %l(q/J 4tJf 
Since, by (3.5), A(q,)Aa,,(q,)M=O on sptv;, and A‘= 
b,,(q) A (qZ/ on spt ,u, we obtain L ’ - lim, s,, = 0. This concludes the proof. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
First we prove a proposition concerning the set g(tJ: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For every t, E [0, T] 
that is, given (b, U, q) E GS(t,) and given b, -+ b in 9, U,, + U in L ‘, there 
exists a sequence (q,,) converging to q in L m such that (b,, , U,, , q,,) belongs to 
&j(fJ for all h large enough. 
Proof: The set Q = {q(f): t E [0, T]} is compact; let W be a compact 
neighborhood of Q and let H be a smooth function with compact support 
such that H = 1 on W. 
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We set o(t, q) = H(q) U(t, q) and o,#, q) = H(q) U,(G 4); since 
(b, U, q) E %,), we have (b, 6 4) E WJ. 
Let q,, be a solution of the problem (Yj) with potential 0, and initial trace 
b, (from the energy relation (2.3) and inequality (2.4) it follows that qh is 
defined on the whole interval [0, T]); by (2.3) and (2.4) the sequence (qh) is 
compact in L”O; by Proposition 1.3, since (b, U, q) E g(t,), we have qh + 9 
in L”O. 
Thus, for large h, qh(t) E W for every t E [0, T]; hence 
(4 3 u,, 3 q,J E 4(&J- 
Proof (of Theorem 1.2). By Propositions 1.3 and 4.1 we have 
6 dd(toj <r(N -, se9 WL VT-) “,” hfhtloj 
~T(R\l+,~-,(L’)-,(L”)~)li~S~~,,u, 
~T(R\l+,9+,(L1)+,(L”)-)li~6~~(lll,~d~(lg); 
by using Proposition 1.5 and general properties of r-limits (see [4, 9, lo]) we 
obtain 
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